
Recipes for a Healthy Portfolio
Feed Your Retirement Savings with a Balanced Mix of Investments

F I N A N C I A L FY I ®

Feast or Famine?
Your choices today could affect your future lifestyle. Saving regularly for retirement, such as 
contributing to your employer’s retirement plan, is an important step toward a potentially secure 
future. The types of investments you choose is also important.

Dividing Your Portfolio Plate
What’s on your portfolio plate depends on what’s unique about you. A financial professional 
can help you make asset allocation decisions. Before you talk to a professional, it may help to 
understand what your investment choices should be based on.

STEAK DINNER VALUE MEAL

VS.

Your Investment Menu
In general, you should choose a variety of investment types that react differently under various 
economic conditions.

Stocks   Bonds   Money Markets

Spreading your investments across 
different types of investments is 
known as diversification.

How much of your portfolio is 
invested in each type of investment 
is your asset allocation.

n Stocks 64%

n Bonds 31%

n Money Market Funds 5%

Time You Have to Invest

Your age and how long you have to 
retire can help you determine what 
percentage of your investments 
should be allocated to each asset type. 

n Stocks   n Bonds   n Money Market

How You Feel About Risk

Your risk tolerance is how you feel 
if the value of your investments 
changes due to market conditions.

Risk Indigestion Quiz

What would you do if the value of 
your investments suddenly dropped 
by 20%?

People with higher 
risk tolerances are 
less likely to panic if 
there’s a sudden drop 
in their portfolio value, 
and probably can 
stand to have a greater 
percentage of stocks.

People with lower 
risk tolerances 
should probably stick 
with a slightly lower 
percentage of stocks, 
but not so little that they 
hinder potential portfolio 
growth.

	 Sell everything 	 Move everything 
to a money 
market fund

	 Wait and see 
if the market 
rebounds

	 Buy more  
securities 
because their 
prices are lower

Higher Risk Tolerance / More Time to Retirement Lower Risk Tolerance / Less Time to Retirement

AGGRESSIVE MODERATE CONSERVATIVE
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Sample portfolios are for illustration purposes only and do not represent any particular investment or recommendation.

This material has been prepared for educational purposes only. It is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, investment, accounting, 
legal or tax advice. 

Investment return and principal value of security investments will fluctuate. The value at the time of redemption may be more or less than the original 
cost. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 

Diversification does not assure a profit nor does it protect against loss of principal.

The Bottom Line

Maintaining your portfolio is similar to eating a well-balanced diet. It may take some discipline, but the payoff in risk reduction may 

help protect your investments and ultimately, your retirement dreams.

While you want to take a long-term view of your investments for retirement, it’s a good idea to review your portfolio’s investment mix on a 
semiannual or annual basis, or as a result of life changes.

Keep Up Healthy Portfolio Habits

Nearing Retirement

As you get closer, your time horizon changes and you may find your tolerance for risk changing too.

Life Events

Job changes, marriage, divorce, birth of a child, etc. can impact how you invest and are good reasons for a  
comprehensive review of your investment goals. 

Changing Markets

Market conditions over time (not just short-term fluctuations) can also be a good reason to review your portfolio.


